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I am, because we are. Together.
                                                          Combining a pertinent philosophy of caring and sharing, with synergy and very strong community. We alter the course of humanity, and ultimately our destiny, by challenging the digital status quo.
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Ubuntu Synergy in 180 seconds...
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Watch this video on YouTube

.
	.
Find your way around here…
Read what this initiative is all about. Create a free user account, and follow the tutorials. Consider membership and become a proactive affiliate. Take action and get more involved. Learn the art of living freely, while helping the world around us. Follow the blog, share the posts, and spread the word. Reach out for guidance and support.

.
Utilize the core components…
Join the community discussion forums, attend 24/7 virtual and social meetups. Broaden your knowledge by absorbing online courses. Create your directory listings, and explore the localized map. Find and/or post work vacancies on the jobs board. Attend interesting events and seminars. Shop the marketplace for quality products.

.
Generate residual revenue…
Anyone can benefit from our affiliate program. There is no cost to participate, and it’s not MLM. All users are automatically issued with an affiliate ID. Lifetime cookies, tracked in real-time, with a comprehensive statistics dashboard. Commissions are recurring, paid monthly, with no minimums required. Start with the action list.

.







Our modus operandi and business model explained...
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Watch this video on YouTube


Combining a pertinent philosophy of caring and sharing, with synergy and very strong community. We alter the course of humanity, and ultimately our destiny, by challenging the digital status quo.
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Click here to read more about this initiative…
.
Click on the social icons below to help make this initiative go viral…
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Click here to share with 50+ social networks...
Amazon



 AOL



 Baidu



 BibSonomy



 Blogger



 Bufferapp



 Comments



 DiggDigg
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 Delicious



 DOUBAN



 Edgar



 Evernote



 
Facebook
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 Flattr



 Flipboard



 GetPocket



 HackerNews



 Hatena



 Identica



 Kakao



 Linkedin



 Line



 LiveJournal



 Love This



 Mail.ru



 ManageWP
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 Messenger



 Mix



 MySpace



 Naver



 Newsvine



 Odnoklassniki



 Pinterest



 QR



 Reddit
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 Skype



 SMS



 Stumbleupon



 Tumblr



 Telegram
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 Twitter



 Viadeo



 Viber



 VKontakte



 Weibo



 weChat



 Whatsapp



 Xing



 Yammer



 Yahoo Mail



 Yummly
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Remember to login first!

[image: To your success!]
Click here to check your stats!
.
“Shoot for the moon… if you miss, you will be amongst the stars anyway!”

.

.
.

[image: Membership]Create your account...
...or simply login via social ID.
Continue with...
	

	
	




Why do we ask for your social ID?



General Discussion
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Attend 24/7 Meetups

[image: Meetups].
Take Online Courses
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Create Your Listings
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Your Localized Map
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Use The JobsBoard
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Visit The EventSpace
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Shop the MarketPlace
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Mission Statement
[image: Ubuntu Synergy]
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Help spread the word...
[image: Affiliate Program]
...get your fair share!
[image: Earn extra cash!]Residual Revenue
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Continue with...
	

	
	




Why do we ask for your social ID?
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Newsletter 
Subscribe to our newsletter. No spam. Only important stuff.
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